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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ATTRIBUTE 
MANAGEMENT IN A NAMESPACE 

PRIORITY CLAIM 

[0001] The following application is incorporated by refer 
ence as if fully set forth herein: US. application Ser. No. 
11/589,397 ?led Aug. 9, 2006. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The described technology relates generally to 
namespaces and particularly to managing of attributes for 
objects Within a namespace. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] A namespace is a collection of names that each 
uniquely identi?es an object. For example, the pathnames of 
a conventional ?le system uniquely identify the ?les of the ?le 
system and are thus a namespace for the ?le system. 
Namespaces, hoWever, can contain the names of a Wide vari 
ety of objects including ?les, computer input and output 
devices, users, and so on. A namespace service typically 
provides various functions through Which applications and 
users can access the information of the namespace. For 
example, a namespace may provide a function to retrieve a 
reference to an object having a speci?ed name. When the 
function is invoked, it accesses various data structures to 
locate the object and return its reference. 
[0004] The di?iculty With namespaces is that they typically 
have prede?ned attributes associated With their objects. As 
such, applications and application developers are constrained 
by the attributes de?ned by the namespace developers. In 
addition, namespaces typically provide a logical vieW of their 
objects that corresponds to the physical organization of the 
namespace. For example, if the namespace is hierarchically 
organized, then the only vieW of that namespace re?ects that 
same hierarchical organiZation. It Would be desirable to have 
a namespace service that Would alloW for more ?exible han 
dling of attributes and Would alloW for more ?exible vieWs 
into the namespace. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0005] Preferred and alternative embodiments of the 
present invention are described in detail beloW With reference 
to the folloWing draWings: 
[0006] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating components of 
the namespace system in one embodiment. 
[0007] FIG. 2 lists methods of the namespace interface in 
one embodiment. 

[0008] FIG. 3 is a ?oW diagram illustrating the processing 
of a set method of the namespace interface in one embodi 
ment. 

[0009] FIG. 4 is a ?oW diagram illustrating processing of 
the get method of the namespace interface in one embodi 
ment. 

[0010] FIG. 5 is a ?oW diagram illustrating the processing 
of a set attribute method of the namespace interface in one 
embodiment. 
[0011] FIG. 6 is a ?oW diagram illustrating the processing 
of a query method of the namespace interface in one embodi 
ment. 

[0012] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a de?nition of 
a vieW speci?cation in one embodiment. 
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[0013] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a vieW gener 
ated by the vieW speci?cation of FIG. 7 in one embodiment. 
[0014] FIG. 9 is a ?oW diagram illustrating the processing 
of a ?lter method of the namespace in interface in one 
embodiment. 
[0015] FIG. 10 is a ?oW diagram illustrating the process of 
the create vieW namespace function in one embodiment. 
[0016] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the synchro 
niZation of a duplicate namespace With its original namespace 
in one embodiment. 
[0017] FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating the caching of 
attributes or other metadata in one embodiment. 
[0018] FIG. 13 is a ?oW diagram illustrating processing of 
the get attribute method of the proxy object in one embodi 
ment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0019] A computer-based method and system for managing 
attributes of obj ects in a namespace and for alloWing multiple 
vieWs into the namespace is provided. In one embodiment, 
the namespace system alloWs the objects identi?ed by the 
names of the namespace to be hierarchically organiZed. One 
skilled in the art Would appreciate that the namespace of the 
namespace system need not be hierarchical. For example, the 
namespace could be ?at. The namespace system alloWs for 
attributes of various objects, including directory objects and 
data objects, to be dynamically de?ned after creation of an 
object. For example, an object representing a video may have 
the prede?ned attributes of format type and length. The 
namespace system alloWs for an additional attribute, such as 
title, to be dynamically added to the object. The namespace 
system may de?ne a namespace interface (e. g., a collection of 
methods or functions) that each object identi?ed by the 
namespace implements. The namespace interface may 
include a function for de?ning neW attributes and setting the 
values of those attributes. The namespace system also alloWs 
for the querying of obj ects based on their dynamically de?ned 
attributes. When the namespace system receives a query 
speci?cation that includes a neWly de?ned attribute, it iden 
ti?es the objects that match that query speci?cation. In this 
Way, the namespace system alloWs for ?exible customiZation 
of the information or metadata associated With the objects of 
a namespace. 

[0020] In another embodiment, the namespace system gen 
erates different vieWs of portions of a namespace based on a 
query speci?cation and a vieW speci?cation. The query speci 
?cation speci?es the criteria for the objects that are to be 
included in the vieW. The query speci?cation may use any 
conventional querying language, such as an SQL-type lan 
guage. The query speci?cation may specify attribute names 
and the values for the objects that match the query speci?ca 
tion. The vieW speci?cation speci?es hoW the objects that 
match the query speci?cation are to be organiZed When they 
are returned. The objects may be organiZed hierarchically 
based on values of certain attributes. For example, a query 
speci?cation may indicate to retrieve objects Whose data type 
is “video.” The vieW speci?cation may specify to organiZe 
those objects hierarchically by their genre and then by the 
director Within each genre. The genre and director may be 
attributes of the video objects. In such a case, the vieW speci 
?cation may be “genre/director.” More generally, the vieW 
speci?cation may specify a hierarchy of attribute names and 
attribute values de?ning the organiZation of the objects. 
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[0021] In another embodiment, the namespace system 
allows for caching of attribute names and values so that 
objects that are stored remotely can have their attributes 
accessed Without the need to access the remote storage each 
time. When an attribute of an object is initially accessed, the 
namespace system accesses the remote storage to retrieve the 
attributes (e.g., metadata) of the object. The namespace sys 
tem then stores the attribute names and values locally. When 
the attributes are next accessed, the namespace system need 
only access the local storage. By caching the attribute names 
and values, the namespace system can reduce the number of 
remote accesses. 

[0022] In another embodiment, the namespace system 
alloWs for the duplication of objects so that they can be 
accessed When a computer system is off-line. For example, a 
user may Want to store a duplicate portion of the namespace 
relating to customer addresses on a personal digital assistant 
(“PDA”). The namespace system alloWs the user to specify a 
query speci?cation and a vieW speci?cation for the duplicate 
portion of the namespace. The namespace system then iden 
ti?es the objects that match that query speci?cation, generates 
a hierarchical organiZation of those objects using the vieW 
speci?cation, and makes a copy of that hierarchical organi 
Zation as a duplicated namespace for use off-line. After the 
duplicate namespace is created, a user may change the objects 
of either the duplicate or original namespace. In such case, the 
namespace may be out of synchronization. Eventually, the 
user may Want to synchroniZe the namespaces. To synchro 
niZe the namespaces, the namespace system may rerun the 
query speci?cation against the original namespace, as modi 
?ed. The namespace system may then compare the objects 
returned by the query to the objects of the duplicate 
namespace. The namespace system can then resolve any dif 
ferences by updating the original namespace or the duplicate 
namespace as appropriate. 

[0023] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating components of 
the namespace system in one embodiment. The computer 
system 110 is connected to computer system 120 and com 
puter system 130 via communications link 140. Computer 
system 110 includes the root of the namespace 111, a 
namespace interface 112, and an application program 113. 
Namespace 111 may include directory objects and data 
objects. The directory objects specify the hierarchical orga 
niZation of the namespace, and the data objects correspond to 
the leaf nodes or data identi?ed by the namespace of the 
namespace. In this example, the namespace 111 includes a 
reference to namespace 121 de?ned on computer system 120. 
In particular, namespace 111 contains the reference “NS1,” 
Which identi?es the namespace 121. Namespace 121 is thus a 
sub-namespace of namespace 111. Namespace 121 includes 
a reference to namespace 131 of computer system 130. 
Namespaces 111, 121, and 131 form a distributed namespace. 
The namespace interfaces 112, 122, and 132 provide various 
functions associated With each object, directory or data, of the 
namespace. As the objects of the namespace are accessed, 
in-memory objects may be instantiated to represent each 
namespace object. Each in-memory objects may implement a 
namespace interface that provides methods or functions for 
accessing the object. Wrappers implementing the namespace 
interface may be used to encapsulate in-memory objects, ?le 
system objects, database objects, devices, and so on that are 
part of the namespace. 
[0024] The computer systems and servers of the namespace 
system may include a central processing unit, memory, input 
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devices (e.g., keyboard and pointing devices), output devices 
(e.g., display devices), and storage devices (e.g., disk drives). 
The memory and storage devices are computer-readable 
media that may contain instructions that implement the 
namespace system. In addition, the data structures and mes 
sage structures may be stored or transmitted via a data trans 
mission medium, such as a signal on a communications link. 
Various communications links may be used, such as the Inter 
net, a local area netWork, a Wide area netWork, or a point-to 
point dial-up connection. 
[0025] FIG. 2 lists methods of the namespace interface in 
one embodiment. The namespace interface de?nes a set 
method for adding objects, directory or data, to the 
namespace. The set method is passed a unique name for the 
object along With a reference to the object, Which may be a 
reference to the namespace interface of the object. The name 
of an object may be represented as a hierarchical pathname 
similar to path names used for ?les, any of Which may be 
relative to this object. The term “this object” refers to the 
object for Which the method is invoked. The set method can be 
used to add a sub-namespace to another namespace, such as 
adding sub-namespace 121 to namespace 111. The 
namespace interface includes a get method for retrieving a 
reference to an object of a speci?ed name. The namespace 
interface includes a get children method that returns a list of 
the names of the child objects of this object. The namespace 
interface includes a set attribute method Which is passed an 
attribute name and value. The method sets the attribute With 
that name to that value. If no attribute With that name exists for 
this object, then the method creates a neW attribute With that 
name and sets its value. The attribute name for an object may 
be hierarchically organiZed. The namespace interface 
includes a get attribute method that retrieves the value of the 
named attribute. The namespace interface includes a get 
attributes method that retrieves a list of the names of the 
attributes of the object. The namespace interface includes a 
query method that is passed a query spcci?cation and returns 
a list of objects of the namespace rooted at this object that 
match the query speci?cation. The namespace interface 
includes a ?lter method that is passed a query speci?cation 
and a vieW speci?cation and returns a reference to an object 
that is the root of a vieW namespace that represents that query 
and vieW. The namespace interface includes a get interfaces 
method that retrieves a list of interfaces implemented by this 
object. The namespace interface includes a get data object 
that returns the data (e.g., video) associated With this object. 
[0026] FIG. 3 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of a set method of the namespace interface in one embodi 
ment. The set method is passed the name of an object relative 
to this object and is passed the neW object to be added to the 
namespace. In block 301, the method selects the ?rst name of 
the passed name. If the name is speci?ed as a sequence of 
names separated by slashes, then the method retrieves the 
name before the ?rst slash. In decision block 302, if there is 
only one name in the passed name, then the method is at the 
place in the namespace at Which to add the object and con 
tinues at block 303, else the method continues at block 304. In 
block 303, the method adds the neW object as a child of this 
object and then returns. In block 304, the method retrieves a 
list of the names of the child objects of this object. In blocks 
305-307, the method loops searching for a child object Whose 
name matches the ?rst name. In block 305, the method selects 
the next child name. In decision block 306, if all the child 
names have already been selected, then the method adds a 
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new directory to create a path for the neW object and continues 
at block 309, else the method continues at block 307. In 
decision block 307, if the name of the child object matches the 
?rst name, then the method continues at block 308, else the 
method loops to block 305 to select the next child name. In 
block 308, the method invokes the set method of the child 
object passing the rest of the name (excepting the ?rst name) 
and passing the neW object. The method then returns. In block 
309, the method creates a neW directory object. In block 310, 
the method adds the neW directory object as a child of this 
object specifying that its name is the ?rst name. In block 311, 
the method invokes the set method of the directory objects 
passing the rest of the name along With the neW object and 
then returns. 

[0027] FIG. 4 is a How diagram illustrating processing of a 
get method of the namespace interface in one embodiment. 
The get method is passed the name of an object relative to this 
object and returns a reference to that named object. In block 
401, the method selects the ?rst name of the passed name. In 
decision block 402, if there are no more names in the passed 
name, then the method has found the object and returns this 
object, else the method continues at block 403. In block 403, 
the method invokes the get children method of this object to 
retrieve the names of the child objects. In block 404-406, the 
method loops searching for the child obj ect With the name that 
matches the ?rst name. In block 404, the method selects the 
next name of a child object. In decision block 405, if all the 
names have already been selected, then the method returns an 
error because no object of that name has been found, else the 
method continues at block 406. In decision block 406, if the 
selected child matches the ?rst name, then the method con 
tinues at block 407, else the method loops to block 404 to 
select the next child name. In block 407, the method invokes 
the get method of the child object passing the rest of the name 
and receiving a reference to the object in return. The method 
then returns the object. 

[0028] FIG. 5 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of a set attribute method of the namespace interface in one 
embodiment. The set attribute method is passed the name of 
an attribute and its value. In blocks 501-503, the method 
searches for an attribute of this object With the passed name. 
Inblock 504, the method selects the next attribute. In decision 
block 502, if all the attributes have already been selected, then 
the method continues at block 506, else the method continues 
at block 503. In decisionblock 503, if the name of the selected 
attribute equals the passed name, then the method continues 
at block 504, else the method loops to block 501 to select the 
next attribute. In block 504, the method sets the value of the 
selected attribute to the passed name and then returns. In 
block 506, the method de?nes a neW attribute With the passed 
name for this object. In block 507, the method sets the value 
of the neW attribute to the passed value and then returns. 

[0029] FIG. 6 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of a query method of the namespace interface in one embodi 
ment. The query method is passed a query speci?cation (or 
criteria) and returns a list of object references that match the 
query speci?cation. This object is the root of the namespace 
that is searched. In decision block 601, if the attributes of this 
object match the query speci?cation, then the method contin 
ues at block 602, else the method continues at block 603. In 
block 602, the method adds a reference to this object to the 
object list and continues at block 603. In an alternate embodi 
ment, the method only adds data objects or leaf obj ects to the 
object list. In block 603, the method selects the next child 
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object of this object. In decision block 604, if all the child 
objects have already been selected, then the method returns, 
else the method continues at block 605. In block 605, the 
method invokes the query method of the selected child object 
passing the query speci?cation and the object list. The 
method then loops to block 603 to select the next child object. 
[0030] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a de?nition of 
a vieW speci?cation in one embodiment. In this example, 
vieW speci?cation 700 includes a root node 701 that has child 
nodes 702 and 705. Child node 705 has child nodes 703 and 
704. Node 705 has child node 706. Node 702 indicates that all 
objects Whose media attribute has a value of “photos” are to 
be organiZed in one branch of the vieW. Those objects are 
further to be organiZed based on the kids attribute (e.g., kids 
shoWn in each photo) and location attribute (e.g., location of 
a vacation). Node 705 indicates that the objects With a value 
of “music” for their media attributes are to be organiZed doWn 
a separate branch of the vieW namespace. Node 706 indicates 
that the music objects are to be further organiZed according to 
their artist. One skilled in the art Will appreciate that vieWs can 
be speci?ed in various different Ways and to be arbitrarily 
complex. 
[0031] FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a vieW gener 
ated by the vieW speci?cation of FIG. 7 in one embodiment. 
VieW 100 includes root directory object 801. Child object 802 
identi?es the objects Whose media type equals “photos.” 
Directory objects 803, 805, and 806 organiZe the objects 
according to the kids in the photos. Directory objects 804, 
807, and 808 organize the objects according to location of 
vacation. As illustrated by the leaf objects, various objects can 
be accessed via multiple paths of the vieW hierarchy. For 
example, leaf object 809 can be accessed via path “photos/ 
kids/ Ben” and via path “photos/vacation/Mexico.” 
[0032] FIG. 9 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of a ?lter method of the namespace in interface in one 
embodiment. The ?lter method is passed a query speci?cation 
and a vieW speci?cation and returns the root object of the 
vieW. In block 901, the method invokes the query method of 
this object passing the query speci?cation and receiving an 
obj ect list of the objects that match that query speci?cation. In 
block 902, the method creates a root object for the vieW. In 
block 903, the method invokes the create vieW namespace 
function to create the vieW and then returns the root object of 
the vieW. 

[0033] FIG. 10 is a How diagram illustrating the processing 
of the create vieW namespace function in one embodiment. 
The function is passed a parent object for the namespace, a 
vieW speci?cation, and an object list. The function creates a 
vieW namespace rooted at the parent object using the vieW 
speci?cation and objects in the object list. In this example, the 
vieW speci?cation is a simple path of attribute names that 
indicate the attributes for each level of the vieW namespace 
hierarchy. In decision block 1001, if all the attributes have 
already been processed, then the function is ready to add the 
objects of the object list to the vieW namespace as child 
objects of the parent object and continues at block 1008, else 
the function continues at block and 1002. In block 1002, the 
function identi?es the range of values for the next attribute in 
the vieW speci?cation. For example, the range of values for 
the kids attribute of FIG. 8 are “Ben” and “Scott.” In blocks 
1003-1007, the function loops creating directory objects for 
the ranges and creating the vieW namespaces for those 
objects. In block 1003, the function selects the next range of 
values. In decision block 1004, if all the ranges of values have 
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already been selected, then the function returns, else the func 
tion continues at block 1005. In block 1005, the function 
creates a directory object for the selected range of values. In 
block 1006, the function invokes the set method of the parent 
object passing the created directory object along With the 
name representing the selected range of values. In block 
1007, the function recursively invokes the create vieW 
namespace function passing the directory object as the parent 
object, the remainder of the vieW speci?cation, and a list of 
objects that match the selected range. The function then loops 
to block 1003 to select the next range of values. In block 1008, 
the function selects the next object in the object list. In deci 
sion block 1009, if all the objects have already been selected, 
then the function returns, else the function continues at block 
1010. In block 1010, the function invokes the set method of 
the parent object passing the name for the selected object 
along With a reference to the selected object and then loops to 
block 1008 to select the next object of the object list. 

[0034] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating the synchro 
niZation of a duplicate namespace With its original namespace 
in one embodiment. The synchroniZe method may be a 
method of the namespace interface or may be a method pro 
vided by a synchronization interface of the root object of the 
duplicate namespace object. The method is passed the origi 
nal namespace. In block 1101, the method retrieves the vieW 
speci?cation for this duplicate namespace. In block 1102, the 
method invokes the query method of the root object of the 
original namespace passing the query speci?cation and 
receiving a list of objects that match that query speci?cation 
in return. In block 1103, the method identi?es the differences 
in the objects of the returned object list and the objects of the 
duplicate namespace. One skilled in the art Will appreciate 
that standard diff algorithms can be used to identify the dif 
ferences. In block 1104, the method resolves the differences 
in the object list. The resolution depends on hoW the duplicate 
namespace is to be synchronized With the original 
namespace. If the duplicate namespace is a read-only copy of 
the original namespace, then any changes made to the original 
namespace need to be re?ected in the duplicate namespace. 
These changes can be re?ected by regenerating the duplicate 
namespace or simply making changes to the duplicate 
namespace to re?ect the differences. In block 1105, the 
method retrieves the vieW for this duplicate namespace. In 
block 1106, the method deletes child objects of this root 
object to initialiZe the duplicate namespace. In block 1106, 
the method invokes the create vieW namespace function pass 
ing this object as the root object, the vieW speci?cation, and 
the object list. That function creates the namespace under this 
object. The method then returns. 

[0035] FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating the caching of 
attributes or other metadata in one embodiment. Computer 
system 1210 is an object server, such as a video server, that 
contains data objects of the namespace. The data objects may 
be physically stored using index 1211, data table 1212, and 
attribute table 1213. Client computer system 1220 has appli 
cation program 1212 that accesses the objects of the object 
server. The application accesses the objects via proxy object 
1221, Which is an implementation of the namespace interface. 
When a method of the proxy object is invoked, the method 
marshals the parameters and forWards them to the object 
server. The object server performs the function of the method 
and then returns any parameters to the proxy object, Which are 
then returned to the application program. The proxy object in 
one embodiment retrieves attributes associated With the data 
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objects and stores them in cache 1223. When the application 
subsequently invokes a method of the proxy object that relies 
on attribute data (e.g., the get attribute method), the proxy 
object can retrieve the appropriate information from the 
attribute cache and return it directly to the application pro 
gram Without having to access the object server. 
[0036] FIG. 13 is a ?oW diagram illustrating processing of 
the get attribute method of the proxy object in one embodi 
ment. The get attribute method is passed the name of the 
attribute and returns its value. In block 1301, the method 
checks the cache for an attribute of that name associated With 
this object. One skilled in the art Will appreciate that there 
may be a proxy object for each object in the namespace. In 
decision block 1302, if the attributes are found for this object 
in the cache, then the method continues its normal processing 
to retrieve the attribute value, else the method continues at 
block 1303. In block 1303, the method sends a request to the 
object server for the attributes of this object. In block 1304, 
the method receives the attributes from the object server. In 
block 1305, the method caches the attributes and continues its 
normal processing to retrieve the attribute values indicated by 
the ellipses. 
[0037] One skilled in the art Will appreciate that although 
speci?c embodiments of the namespace system have been 
described herein for purposes of illustration, various modi? 
cations may be made Without deviating from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. Accordingly, the invention is not lim 
ited except by the appended claims. 
[0038] The embodiments of the invention in Which an 
exclusive property or privilege is claimed are de?ned as fol 
loWs: 

1. A method in a computer system for managing attributes 
for objects in a: namespace, the method comprising: 

providing a plurality of objects; 
providing a namespace interface for each object, the 

namespace interface for de?ning neW attributes for an 
object after the object is created and for setting a value 
for a neWly de?ned attribute; 

receiving a query speci?cation that speci?es the neWly 
de?ned attribute; and 

identifying the objects that match the query speci?cation. 
2. The method of claim 1 Wherein the objects are directory 

objects or data objects. 
3. The method of claim 1 Wherein the namespace interface 

includes a set functions for setting the value of an attribute 
With a speci?ed name to a speci?ed value. 

4. The method of claim 3 Wherein the setting includes When 
the object has no attribute de?ned With the speci?ed name, 
adding an attribute With the speci?ed name to the object. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein a data object includes 
non-attribute data. 

6. The method of claim 1 Wherein the namespace interface 
includes an interface for determining Whether the object 
matches a query speci?cation. 

7. The method of claim 1 Wherein an object is stored 
remotely and attributes of the object are cached locally. 

8. The method of claim 1 Wherein an object is a portion of 
a ?le system and the namespace interface serves as a Wrapper 
for the ?le system. 

9. The method of claim 8 Wherein the portion of a ?le 
system includes directories. 

10. The method of claim 1 Wherein an object is an instan 
tiated object in memory and the namespace interface serves as 
a Wrapper for the in-memory object. 
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11. The method of claim 1 wherein the namespace inter 
face can be used to retrieve references to other interfaces 
provided by an object. 

12. The method of claim 11 Wherein the other interfaces are 
customized to the type of data of the object. 

13. A method in a computer system for generating a hier 
archical vieW of a namespace, the method comprising: 

receiving a query speci?cation and a vieW speci?cation for 
the namespace; 

identifying objects of the namespace that match the query 
speci?cation; and 

organiZing the identi?ed objects in a hierarchical manner 
as speci?ed by the vieW speci?cation. 

14. The method of claim 13 Wherein the vieW speci?cation 
includes a list of attribute names that specify an attribute 
name for each level of the hierarchical organiZation of the 
identi?ed objects, Which indicates that the identi?ed objects 
are to be organiZed based on attributes values for that attribute 
name at that level. 

15. The method of claim 13 Wherein the vieW speci?cation 
is a tree structure of attribute names. 

16. The method of claim 15 Wherein the vieW speci?cation 
indicates an attribute value corresponding to an attribute 
name. 

17. The method of claim 13 Wherein When the vieW speci 
?cation indicates an attribute name for a level, the identi?ed 
objects are organiZed based on their attribute values for that 
attribute name at that level. 

18. The method of claim 13 Wherein an attribute can be 
dynamically created for an object. 
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19. A method in a computer system for synchroniZing a 
duplicate namespace With an original namespace, the method 
comprising: 

receiving a query speci?cation and a vieW speci?cation; 
identifying from the original namespace the objects that 

match the query speci?cation; 
generating a duplicate namespace using the identi?ed 

objects and the vieW speci?cation; 
associating the query speci?cation and vieW speci?cation 

With the duplicate namespace; 
modifying one or more objects so that the original 

namespace and duplicate namespace are not synchro 
niZed; 

re-identifying from the original those objects that match 
the query speci?cation; and 

modifying one or more objects so that the original 
namespace and duplicate namespace are synchronized. 

20. The method of claim 19 Wherein the modifying of the 
one or more objects so that namespaces are synchroniZed 
includes identifying differences betWeen the re-identi?ed 
objects and the objects of the duplicate namespace and rec 
onciling those differences. 

21. The method of claim 19 Wherein the duplicate 
namespace is stored on a device that is only temporarily 
connected to the original namespace. 

22. The method of claim 19 Wherein the modifying of one 
or more objects so that the namespaces are not synchroniZed 
includes modifying an object of the duplicate namespace. 

23. The method of claim 19 Wherein the modifying of one 
or more objects so that the namespaces are not synchroniZed 
includes modifying an object of the original namespace. 

* * * * * 


